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3:00 - 5:00

5:15 - 6:00

6:00 - 6:20

6:20 - 7:10

7:10 - 7:50

7:50 - 8:15

8:15 - 8:30

Workshop

Light Dinner /
Networking

Welcome /
SANDS
Business

Featured Presentation

Second Presentation

Transforming the Data Deluge into
Data-Driven Insights: New
Opportunities for Statisticians in
Business and Industry

The CDISC Submission Model and
the Case for End-to-End Application
for Programmers and Statisticians
in the Biopharmaceutical Industry

Stump the
Programmer
and Coders’
Corner

Door Prizes &
Giveaways

Robert N. Rodriguez

Micaela Salgado-Gomez

SAS Institute

Synteract, Inc.

Introduction to Bayesian
Analysis Using SAS®
Software
Robert N. Rodriguez
SAS Institute

Please RSVP for the workshop and/or meeting by Monday, Feb 22nd, to Wei Cheng at (760) 603-3807 or wcheng@isisph.com. *Directions & map on page 7.

From the
President

ever, SANDS will be holding a joint
meeting with SDASA!

Our featured speaker for the meeting will
be Bob Rodriguez from SAS Institute. Bob
is not new to the members of SANDS. In
A Look Back At 2009
the history of SANDS, we have two oneday conferences and Bob was the keynote
Can you believe it is already February of
speaker in both of them. He is the Senior
2010? As I look back at the past year, we
Director of Statistical R&D at SAS
had four very educational quarterly
meetings with a broad scope of topics and Institute and is responsible for the
development of SAS/STAT and SAS/QC
a varied range of expertise levels.
software. He is a Fellow of the American
Hopefully, we have been successful in
Statistical Association and is a candidate
bringing you the SAS topics that you
for ASA president-elect in the 2010
wanted to learn and network
election. Bob will be talking about new
opportunities that you enjoyed.
career opportunities and challenges for
In December 2009, about 60 people
statisticians in business and industry
attended the afternoon workshop and
driven by data and computing. In the
evening meeting. The theme of the
afternoon, he will give a two-hour
meeting was ODS. We got a chance to
workshop on Bayesian Statistics. This
meet a few new members. After the
workshop provides an introduction to
meeting, they told me that they “were
Bayesian methods for generalized linear
able to take things directly from the
models and survival analysis.
presentations and apply them to their
In the evening meeting, the second
work”. Many thanks to Pfizer for its
gracious hospitality and for the generous presentation will be given by Micaela
Salgado-Gomez from Synteract, Inc. She
sponsorship from SAS Institute and the
will present CDISC models and discuss
WUSS Executive Committee.
their benefits in submission and nonsubmission scenarios. For people who are
Joint SANDS-SDASA Meeting
not working in the pharmaceutical or
Due to the great success of the joint picnic healthcare industry, CDISC is an
with SDASA last fall, for the first time
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emerging standard for the exchange of
clinical research data. More specific
information on the evening meeting can
be found on page 2.

Executive Committee Elections
Once again, the time of year is
approaching to elect the President, Vice
President, and Secretary/Treasurer of the
Executive Committee of SANDS.
Elections are held annually at the first
meeting of each year. It is a time when we
look for people to help out. If you decide
to volunteer, please email me your name
and the position for which you want to
run. If you are interested in joining the
Executive Committee, please talk to
someone on the committee. We welcome
your participation.
If you are new to SANDS, I want to
welcome you to our “family”. Otherwise,
it is good to see you again. I would like to
thank all of the SANDS EC members for
the hard work they did in the past year. If
you have questions about SANDS or our
activities, feel free to ask any member of
the SANDS EC.
I look forward to seeing you at the
meeting on March 1.

— Wei Cheng
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Workshop
Introduction to Bayesian Analysis Using SAS®
Software
Robert N. Rodriguez, SAS Institute
Abstract
Bayesian methods are increasingly popular in many different
applications of statistics. This workshop provides an
introduction to Bayesian methods for generalized linear
models and survival analysis. The first part overviews
Bayesian methodology, starting with the motivation and
basics of Bayesian inference, and then describing the Gibbs
sampling method and convergence diagnostics implemented
in SAS procedures. The second part covers new Bayesian
capabilities in the GENMOD, LIFEREG and PHREG
procedures in SAS/STAT software. These capabilities include
linear regression, logistic regression, Poisson regression, Cox
regression, parametric survival models, and the piecewise
exponential model. Examples are used to illustrate procedure
syntax and interpretation of results.
The workshop assumes knowledge of statistics at the M.S.
level and some experience with generalized linear models
and survival analysis. Previous exposure to Bayesian
methods is helpful but not required.

Featured Presentation
Transforming the Data Deluge into Data-Driven
Insights: New Opportunities for Statisticians in
Business and Industry
Robert N. Rodriguez, SAS Institute
Abstract
This presentation will describe emerging opportunities for
statisticians in business environments where customer value
and competitive strategy are driven by solving statistical
problems. These problems are characterized by large
volumes of data and often require software solutions that
integrate data management, analytical computing, and
delivery of results. I will survey the opportunities from my
perspective as a developer of statistical software, using
examples distilled from interactions with analysts and
managers in settings ranging from retail and financial
services to manufacturing and health care. The presentation
will highlight approaches to software development and highperformance statistical computing that play a growing role in
business analytics, along with technical skills and
professional training that can equip statisticians to contribute
more effectively.
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Biography
Robert N. Rodriguez is Senior Director of Statistical R&D at SAS
Institute, where he is responsible for the development of SAS/STAT
and SAS/QC software. Bob joined SAS in 1983 and received his
Ph.D. in statistics from the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill in 1977. He is a Fellow of the American Statistical Association
and is a candidate for ASA president-elect in the 2010 election.

Second Presentation
The CDISC Submission Model and the Case for Endto-End Application for Programmers and
Statisticians in the Biopharmaceutical Industry
Micaela Salgado-Gomez, Synteract, Inc.
Abstract
Historically, much of the focus of statistical and clinical
programming has been on providing input for protocols,
creating statistical analysis plans, and producing validated
listings, tables, and figures to represent clinical data. Not
surprisingly, it is often only at the time that a submission to a
regulatory agency is being considered that sponsors turn
their attention to submission standards and the models that
support them. Submission models, such as those defined by
CDISC, are often perceived as obstacles to submission as a
result of sponsor experience of late stage planning and
attempting to make their data and output conform to
regulatory expectation. Unfortunately, this lack of preparation
often impacts the statistical and programming contributors in
the very late stages of submission preparation. What sponsors
may not be aware of is that CDISC has defined many models
that can enhance several aspects of the clinical trial from
protocol planning and data collection to submission. These
models are helpful whether or not the path to submission is
clear. This presentation will introduce key CDISC models and
their benefits to clinical, statistical, and programming
functionalities in both submission and non-submission
scenarios. Recommendations for programmers and
statisticians to better prepare for a submission will also be
presented.
Biography
Micaela Salgado-Gomez is currently a Senior Manager of Clinical
Programming within the department of Biostatistics at Synteract,
Inc., a full service CRO in Carlsbad, California. At Synteract, she is
responsible for leading and overseeing the programming aspects of
clinical trials, supervising senior and junior analysts, managing
programming resources, enhancing programming processes
including those pertaining to CDISC (SDTM, metadata, DEFINE,
etc.), consulting sponsors regarding submission requirements, and
developing submission strategies for clinical data and statistical
output. She also provides ongoing interdepartmental in-house
training on submission standards (including CDISC) and regularly
speaks at local professional groups on topics pertaining to
submissions and CDISC. She has recently joined the CDASH Core
Team and assists in providing input on CDASH standards.
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Kirk’s Korner
Quick & Simple Tips
Kirk Paul Lafler, Software Intelligence Corporation
Charles Edwin Shipp, Shipp Consulting
Professional Collaboration with sasCommunity.org
SAS users have a powerful professional collaboration wiki
application available to them in sasCommunity.org. Users can
collaborate with other users anywhere in the world; access SASrelated content; learn about upcoming events, forums and user
group conferences; access interesting blogs; and discuss
anything and everything that is related to SAS software with
users anywhere in the world.

Figure 1-1. Log in / create account special page

With the Create account page displayed, you are now ready to
enter a unique Username, password, E-mail address, and
optional Real name. Once this information is entered, click the
Create account button, see Figure 1-2. Note: Although an e-mail
address is required to be entered, an entry for Real name is
optional and can be left blank. A password is your secret
An Introduction to Wikis
sequence of typed characters and is required for accessing your
A wiki is a collaborative website that permits users to contribute account. Anyone who knows your password can sign on to
to and edit the content on a website. Wiki features include: a
your account and could potentially cause a world of havoc such
consistent look and feel with navigation bars and short-cuts, file as deleting mail messages, sending bogus messages that look
upload capabilities, mathematical formulas using LaTeX syntax, like they are coming from you, post messages on public forums
automatic image resizing capability, maintenance and creation
that appear to be coming from you, and so on. Also, don’t
of a watchlist to track changes to articles, display of changes
choose a password that is too obvious or too easy to guess.
using side-by-side diffs, ability to link to individual sections,
Because a password is so important, you should really select
support of subpages, comprehensive editing capabilities, access one with the utmost care.
to discussion pages, comprehensive backend database-driven
and cookie-based support, permission and security capabilities,
and comprehensive full text search and query capabilities.
A very well-known wiki used by millions of users worldwide is
Wikipedia. sasCommunity.org is also a wiki-based website
providing a “virtual” community for SAS users everywhere.
For additional information about Wikis and their capabilities,
you are referred to the following URL http://
meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Help#Feature_list.
Joining sasCommunity – Creating an Account and User Name
Although you’re not required to create an account or user name
to access the sasCommunity.org contents, you will need to do
both before you are able to contribute and/or edit pages. Many
users actually create anonymous accounts with pseudo-names
to safeguard their anonymity. To create an account you will
need to click the “log in / create account” hyperlink located at
the top-right of the Main Page. This will automatically display
the Log in / create account special page, see Figure 1-1. Click
the “Create an account” hyperlink to proceed. The Log in /
create account page will automatically display.

Figure 1-2. Create account page
If your account is successfully created, a special Welcome
message will display indicating that your account has been
created, see Figure 1-3. You can then click the Return to Main
Page hyperlink to display the Main Page.

Figure 1-3. Your account has been created page
Continued on Page 4
SANDS Newsletter, Volume 14.1, March 2010
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Continued from Page 3

As part of the verification process, an e-mail containing a
confirmation code is automatically sent to the e-mail address
you provided during the account creation process. Before you
can activate e-mail activities on sasCommunity you will need to
open the link displayed in the e-mail by clicking the listed
hyperlink, see Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4. Confirmation E-mail message
After clicking the hyperlink displayed in the e-mail, a
confirmation page will automatically display indicating that the
account belongs to you. As soon as this confirmation page
displays, sasCommunity e-mail features will be enabled, see
Figure 1-5.
Figure 1-7. Page text matches for ‘consulting’
About The Authors

Figure 1-5. Confirm E-mail address page
Using the sasCommunity Search Feature
The built-in search feature lets you search topics on anything
SAS and/or SAS-related topics. In the Search dialog box located
on the left side of the Main Page, character-string information
can be entered, and either the Go button or Search button can
be clicked. For example, say you are searching for anything
‘consulting’ as illustrated in Figure 1-6.

Figure 1-6. Search dialog box
Results matching the user-supplied character-string ‘consulting’
are automatically displayed and grouped as Article title
matches and Page text matches. A partial listing of results for
‘consulting’ are displayed and illustrated in Figure 1-7.

Kirk Paul Lafler is consultant and founder of Software Intelligence
Corporation and has been using SAS since 1979. Kirk provides IT
consulting services and training to SAS users around the world. As a
SAS Certified Professional, Kirk has written four books including
PROC SQL: Beyond the Basics Using SAS, and more than four hundred
peer-reviewed papers and articles. He has also been an Invited speaker
and trainer at more than three hundred SAS International, regional,
local, and special-interest user group conferences and meetings
throughout North America. Kirk’s current interests include serving on
the sasCommunity.org Advisory Board; contributing SAS- and SQLrelated topics; writing and supporting a SAS Tips column called
“Kirk’s Korner of Quick and Simple Tips” for numerous SAS User
Group newsletters and websites; and sharing his fun-filled SASword
Puzzles in SAScommunity.org.
Charles Edwin Shipp is a programmer, consultant and author, and has
been using the SAS and JMP software since 1978. He has written more
than one hundred articles and been an invited speaker at more than
one hundred International, regional, local, and special-interest SAS
user group conferences and events. Charles is the co-author of the
popular Books by Users (BBU) book, Quick Results with SAS/GRAPH
Software. Currently, Charles is an eBook author, sasCommunity.org
Advisory Board member, LinkedIn user, consultant, and web
developer.
Comments and suggestions can be sent to:
Kirk Paul Lafler, KirkLafler@cs.com
Charles Edwin Shipp, CharlieShipp@aol.com
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Tips for Constructing a Data Warehouse
Curtis Smith, Defense Contract Audit Agency
In our last episode, we had a lot of fun with a quiz to help us recap
what we’ve learned over the years about data warehousing. Based on
the responses I received, I thought we should have another quiz, but
this time with some tougher questions. Here goes...
1."

2."

3."

4."

Professional
Niche
Recruiting

The magic @ tells the INPUT statement to pause and hold its
position on the input row (February 2009):
True/False
Using the COMPRESS= system or data set option, any SAS
data set created on disk will be compressed, and takes the
form of which of the following (July 2008):
A."
COMPRESS=OK
B."
COMPRESS=YES
C."
COMPRESS=SMALLER
D."
COMPRESS=BINARY
E."
B and D Above
The WAYS and TYPES statements are options for the
following SAS procedure (May 2008):
A."
SORT
B."
RANK
C."
SUMMARY
D."
PLOT
E."
TRANSPOSE
There are several types of lines and messages that appear in
the SAS log, including (October 2006):
A."
Notes, Warnings, Graphs, and SAS Statements
B."
Notes, Errors, Warnings, and SAS Statements

Statisticians
SAS Programmers
Monitors and CRA’s
Data Managers
Medical Writers
Laboratory Staff
800-256-4625
S e e O p e n Po s i t i o n s a t w
w w. m e d fo c u s . c o m
www.medfocus.com

Managers: Need a great consultant?
Contact Nick Demling, ndeming@medfocus.com
ndemling@medfocus.com

Candidates: Need a great job?
Contact our recruiters atcareers14@medfocus.com
careers14@medfocus.com

C."

Synchrony
Solutions
5."

Nb_gcmmcihi`Msh]blihs
Mifoncihmcmmcgjf_4

M;MJlial[gg_lm
=fchc][f>[n[G[h[a_lm)=iil^ch[nilm
=fchc][fL_m_[l]b;mmi]c[n_m
L_acih[f=L;Îm
=fchc][fMno^sG[h[a_lm
>cl_]nil=fchc][fIj_l[ncihm
G_^c][fQlcn_lm
L_aof[nils;``[clmMj_]c[fcmnm
M_hcilG[h[a_g_hn
Jlid_]nG[h[a_g_hn
;h[fsmcm
Jlial[ggcha >_p_fijg_hn
Jli^o]ncihMojjiln
F;H)Q;H_hach__lcha
>_menijh_nqile_hach__lcha

giffs:msh]blihs'mifoncihm(]ig
molly@synchrony-solutions.com
Jbih_4+'200',1,'+,,2

Thanks for reading.
Curtis Smith, IT Technical Specialist

B_fj>_meMojjiln
Q_\>_p_fij_lm
Mi`nq[l_>_p_fij_lm

7."

qqq(msh]blihs ' mifoncihm(]ig
www.synchrony-solutions.com
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casmith@mindspring.com

Answers: True, E, C, B, True, False, F

<cimn[ncmnc]c[hm Mn[ncmnc]c[hm

Nijlipc^_siol]igj[hsqcnb
ncg_fs[h^_``_]ncp_m_[l]b
mifoncihmnb[n_r]__^_rj_]n[ncihm(
Iol\omch_mmcm[\ionl_f[ncihmbcjm(
Q_\ocf^iolh_nqile&[h^iol
l_jon[ncih&ih_j_lmih[n[ncg_&
_p_lsncg_(Qb_hsiob[p_[
jimcncihnb[nh__^mni\_×ff_^&il
sio[l_l_[^sni×h^siolh_rn
ijjilnohcns&f_nom^inb_qile
`ilsio

6."

HTML Output , Errors, Warnings, and SAS
Statements
D."
Notes, Knock-Knock Jokes , Warnings, and SAS
Statements
E."
None of the above
SAS data views, not holding any data, have the advantage of
not requiring much storage space (November 2001):
True/False
The LEVELS and WAYS options can be added to the OUTPUT
statement to cause the SUMMARY procedure to exclude in
the output the _LEVEL_ and _WAY_ variables (November
2007):
True/False
A SAS user can use DDE within SAS code to make importing
an Excel and other Windows files routine and easily
repeatable, because (February 2008):
A."
DDE is a method of accessing data from one MSWindows application by another
B."
DDE uses a client-server relationship to enable client
applications to request data from a server application
C."
As a SAS user, you can use DDE within a DATA step
to import data into SAS
D."
Using DDE involves SAS code and statements that
other MS-Windows applications understand
E."
Using DDE in a SAS DATA step makes it easy to
adapt the import process for repeatable uses
E."
All of the Above
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Data Explorations

Stump the Programmer

Data Management & Analyses for Biological,
Ecological & Health Sciences.

#52 - Format Error
Art Carpenter, CA Occidental Consultants
Relative to the ABC. format, under what conditions will the
data set WORK.A be created?
If the format ABC. does not exist:
•"
Can the data set be created?
•"
Can the DATA step be executed without error?
data a;
x=1;
format x abc.;
run;
This problem was suggested by Justina Flavin.

SAS® Programming Services: Extensive experience
with SAS macros, SAS/STAT®, SAS/GRAPH®, SAS/AF®,
SAS/FSP®, & SAS Component Language.

Statistical and data analysis support for clinical trial studies.
Data entry and reporting systems. Application Development.
Database conversion services. SAS Training services.
Experimental Design and Data Management.
Data Explorations is a SAS Alliance Affiliate MemberTM with
SAS Advanced Certified Professionals.

Art Carpenter & Richard Smith - Partners
(907) 865-9167 Art
(760) 613-5373 Richard

Art:
Richard:

Email:
Web:

Art@DataXplorations.com
Art@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com
RSmith@DataXplorations.com

http://www.DataXplorations.com
http://www.DataXplorations.com

Recruitment Specialists since 1980

SAS Programming • Statistics
Data Management • Clinical Research
Scientific • Medical Writing
Regulatory • Project Management
QA/QC Auditors • Outcomes Research
Contract Staffing: smithhanleyconsulting.com
smithhanleyconsulting.com
Permanent Placements: smithhanley.com
smithhanley.com

bridging
talent & opportunity
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SANDS Sponsorship
We would like to thank the following companies and
organizations for sponsoring our March meeting:
• SAS® Institute
• SANDS
• SDASA
• Pfizer (for providing our meeting room)
Pfizer has once again provided us our meeting room,
while SAS Institute, SANDS, and SDASA are generously
sponsoring our March meeting dinner and activities. It is
our sponsors who make it possible for us to hold our
meetings free of charge, so at the event, please do let
sponsor representatives know how much you appreciate
their support. If your company would like to sponsor
SANDS activities, please contact the SANDS sponsorship
coordinator, Julian Mota at julian.mota@pfizer.com.

Map to Pfizer La Jolla Campus
CB2
(VISITORS Check In)

CB2

10770 Science Center Drive
San Diego, CA 92121

CB1
VISITORS PARKING
Please Check-In with Security

CB3

CB5
N

e

E

riv

W

CB10

CB6

rD

N. Torrey Pines Rd.

CB4

I-5

Sc

Genesee Ave.

ien

ce

Ce

nte

S

Genese

Directions to the Campus Buildings

e Ave.

Please refer all Contractors and Visitors that will be visiting
CB1-CB6, CB10 or The Pfizer Incubator to the CB2 Visitors Check-in Center.

A photo ID is required for visitor check in.

Groups of 15 or more will check-in at the lobbies of the buildings visited.
Visitors should arrive 15 to 20 minutes early to allow enough time for check-in.
From San Diego International Airport.
Follow signs to I-5 North.
Proceed on I-5 North for approx. 10 miles.
Exit I-5 at Genesee Ave. and make a left at the stop light.
Make a right at the second stop light which will be Science Center Drive.
CB2 Visitors Center is located at the end of the cul-de-sac.
Visitor Parking is to the left. Please follow Visitors Signs.
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CB2 Visitors Center
10770 Science Center Drive, San Diego, CA 92121
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SANDS Executive Committee
*President

Wei Cheng

(760) 603-3807

wcheng@isisph.com

Archie Medrano

(858) 550-0466

amedrano@ucsd.edu

Song Lin

(858) 216-5210

Song.Lin@nielsen.com

Archie Medrano

(858) 550-0466

amedrano@ucsd.edu

Advertisements

Tyler Smith

(619) 553-7593

tyler.c.smith@med.navy.mil

Advertisements

Besa Smith

(619) 553-7603

besa.smith@med.navy.mil

Speakers/Program Coordinator

Scott Leslie

(858) 790-6685

scott.leslie@medimpact.com

Job Bank

Robert Hull

(760) 268-8003

RHull@Synteract.com

Cathy Liu

(858) 216-5102

cliu@synteract.com

*Vice President
*Secretary/Treasurer
Newsletter Editor

Membership Coordinator
SAS Institute Liaison
Sponsorship
Facilities Coordinator

Katie Strange

Katie.Strange@sas.com

Julian Mota

julian.mota@pfizer.com

Ren-Yu Tzeng

(858) 638-3979

ren-yu.tzeng@pfizer.com

*Elected Officer

Advertisement Information
Type

Dimensions*

Cost

3.5” x 2”

$25

3.5” x 4.5”

$50

Half Page

7” x 4.5”

$125

Full Page

7” x 9”

$225

Business Card
Quarter of Page

*Sizes are width x height.
Prices may change without notice. Please contact Besa or Tyler Smith
(consult roster above) for verification of current prices. Additional
fees may be charged if modifications are needed. Please provide ads
electronically in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format by email to either Besa
or Tyler Smith.

Newsletter Production
Editor: Archie Medrano
If you have ideas or suggestions for the newsletter, please share them
with us. We’d love to hear them!
Newsletter text not otherwise indicated was written or edited by the
Editor. Please send any questions or comments to the Editor.
SAS and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are
registered trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA
and other countries.
® indicates USA registration.
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SANDS Membership
Membership in the San Diego SAS Users Group, Inc.
(SANDS) provides an opportunity for SAS users to
meet and keep updated on SAS issues. Seminars and
presentations allow SAS users to gain knowledge
with little or no cost. It is also an opportunity for
consultants and prospective employees to meet
possible employers, and companies to show their
SAS-related products and host a meeting. We
welcome those interested in giving presentations and
writing articles for the newsletter. Presently, there is
no charge to attend our meetings or to receive our
newsletter; small fees may be asked for some special
functions or workshops.
The SANDS membership list is not given out to
others and is used only to disseminate SANDS
related business, such as newsletters or special
announcements. Those wishing to sell their products
or services have the opportunity to advertise in the
newsletter at reasonable rates.
To become a member, please email the following to
Cathy Liu at cliu@synteract.com: Name, Title,
Organization, Telephone, E-mail, Fax, Address, Work
or Home indicator, Computer Platform, SAS version,
and SAS related areas of interest.
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